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Model

Inner frame
Wadding inner frame

Arm 
 - Fixed
 - Adjustable

Wadding arm

Upholstery

Upholstery 

Stitching

Decorative stitch 

Comfort

Seat / back cushions

 - Soft

 - Medium

 - Firm

Arm cushion 
 - Medium 
 - Firm

Footstool cushion

Wooden/Steel frame with hard steel zig-zag springs
Polyether foam 35kg/m³ 

Slim-high, slim-low, wide-high or wide-low.
Adjustable arm with friction hinge, up to 45°
The Armchair is only available with the fixed arm “slim-high”
Press foam 160kg/m³ and polyether foam 16kg/m³

Fabric or leather

Colour-to-colour or one of the standard colours.

Flat seam and double stitch seam 
At some points the double stitch seam stops earlier and is knotted by hand.

Soft, Medium, Firm
Soft not available in the U.S.A.
Eiderdown and fibre balls with core, HR foam 30kg/m³ and 50kg/m³, wadding 
Leoskin
Little foam plates and fibre balls with core, HR foam 30kg/m³ and 50kg/m³, 
wadding Leoskin
HR foam 50kg/m³, wadding: Leoskin

Medium, Firm
HR-foam 50kg/m³
HR-foam 40kg/m³

Little foam plates and fibre balls with core HR foam 40kg/m³ wadding: 
Leoskin

Technical details

LX679 Design: Norbert and Silja Beck (Beck Design), 2017
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Frame

Fino   
Sobrio  
Tubo  
Palo 
Slede Anillo
Onyx  
 
Gliders  

Legs/Sled   

 
Please note 

Headrest

Frame   
 
Wadding   

Sizes
 - 50cm 
 - 60cm
 - 80cm

Functions

Seat height               

Seat depth              

Adjustable arm
               
Comments

Upholstery

Folding

Cushions

Elements  

Mechanics
 
Certifications

Aluminium polished or all standard epoxy colours (powder coating)
Aluminium polished or all standard epoxy colours (powder coating)
Stainless steel all standard epoxy colours (powder coating)
All standard oak oil or stain colours
Aluminium polished or all standard epoxy colours (powder coating)
Black Nickel or all standard epoxy colours (powder coating)

Synthetic black
Onyx leg: synthetic black with felt

The base are always positioned under the transition seat-arm cushion, 
Anillo is positioned on the outside.

The sofa (B26) gets an extra blind support leg

Legs on the torque side, corner elements and footstools (P01-P02-P03-P11) 
the Chaise Longue (E62-E63-E68-E69) and armchair (F00) are not available 
with sled base Anillo but can be fitted with the matching foot Sobrio

Polished stainless steel or standard epoxy colours (powder coating)

HR foam 30kg/m³, wadding: Leoskin

Fits armchair
Fits with cushions 70cm, 80cm, 90cm
Fits with cushions 100cm, 110cm

+2cm: all legs / bases are available in a higher variant

-2cm: with a special cushion the seat depth can be reduced

The adjustable arm can be turned up to 45° 

With certain fabrics, the upholstery of the various elements may have con-
sequences for the overall appearance of the furniture.

Because of the loose upholstery folds will be present. The number of folds 
depends on the chosen comfort. Even with comfort “Firm” folds will occur.

For a better fit, the seat and back cushions are zipped together at the 
back. 

Elements are being connected by a single leg, as result elements can be 
used freestanding.

Do not use the adjustable arms as a seat.

All sheet materials used in this model comply with the CARB2 requirement 
or are NAF certified

On request foam materials with additional flame retardants can be applied.
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